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The priority of profit
According to the distinguished American legal scholar, Roscoe
Pound, the term ‘profession’ refers to ‘a group of [people] pursuing
a learned art as a common calling in the spirit of public service
– no less a public service because it may incidentally be a means
of livelihood.’ The unfortunate reality is that modern American
law firms have become businesses first, and associations of
professionals only a distant second. The legal profession is
absolutely obsessed with money. Money is no longer simply
incidental to the practice of law in the United States – as Roscoe
Pound had envisioned – but has become its core. The North
Carolina Bar Association accurately concluded in a 1991 study:
‘The misguided view of money as the sole goal of practice, sole
measure of success and sole measure of self-worth is directly
and indirectly responsible for many of the problems in practice
today.’ Even thirty years ago, lawyers simply did not talk about
their incomes. It was considered unseemly in Pound’s ideal of a
profession. Today, however, the legal profession has become
extraordinarily self-conscious about making money, and the new
legal journalism has honed this self-consciousness to a sharp
and competitive edge. Just about every issue of the National
Law Journal and the American Lawyer includes an article about
how much money some lawyer is making. And twice per year
these trade journals publish extensive surveys of lawyers’ incomes.

For example, a simple Internet search can reveal in seconds
that, in 2010, the 83 equity partners in the New York firm of
Wachtel, Lipton, Rosen & Katz, had average profits per partner
of $4.345 million, that the firm’s total revenue was $580 million
and that its profit margin was 64%. For American lawyers, money
has become the way of keeping score, and spending money has
become the only way to signal achievement, success, and social
status. The increasingly public nature of previously unavailable
information about personal salaries has not only made the
scoring competition easier to play, but also harder to win. Once
legal periodicals began comparing law firm salaries, suddenly
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all it took for a happy partner earning $1.2 million per year to
become malcontent, was to read that his classmate down the
street was making $1.5 per year. Lawyers who look hard enough
will always find another lawyer who is making more money.

The silent epidemic
The ‘billable hour’ began as a reform that helped law firms
justify the value of their services, and helped clients understand
what they were paying for. Before hourly billing became the
norm, lawyers’ bills would simply state an amount: ‘For
professional services rendered - $500.’ Clients usually paid, no
questions asked. Simon Rifkind’s recollection captures the
attitudes that prevailed in the elite legal world of the 1930s:
‘Billing was a fine art. We asked ourselves what we have
accomplished for the client and assigned a value. When we
were successful, we were very well paid.’

With the rise of consumer consciousness in the 1960s, clients
wanted more information about what they were paying for. Firms
started to track how much was billed for each case simply by
assigning a dollar value to each lawyer, and computing the
time the lawyer spent on any particular matter.

By the 1980s, however, the billable hour had evolved from a
sensible tool of office management to a frenetic way of life. Some
say clients forced this change onto the profession. Timothy May,
managing partner of a large Washington, D.C. firm is more
frank: ‘The change was driven by greed. We started reading
stories about other lawyers making millions of dollars. We started
running our firms like businesses.’

The obvious advantages of the billable hour soon paled in
comparison to the ways in which it came to be abused. What at
the outset was a reform intended to benefit clients, has become
a tool used against clients. The problem is that the predominantly
hourly billing system pegs profits more to the quantity of time
spent that to the efficiency of its use, and profits have become
the dominant concern. Today, fewer than 5% of Americans believe
that they get good value for the price of legal services. The reasons
for this perception are readily apparent. There are so many
accounts of flagrant and incredible billing abuses that it is hard
to choose among them.

Take the case of Webster Hubbell, a former chairman of the
Arkansas Bar Association’s ethics committee. Hubbell went from
occupying the number three-position in President Clinton’s Justice
Department, to occupying a prison cell. He was convicted of
stealing $394 000 from his clients by billing for time he never
worked, and claiming that personal expenses – including
purchases at Victoria Secret and a fur salon for his mistress –
were business-related.

Hubbell is hardly alone. Another example of outright fraud
involved a prominent Chicago lawyer who billed an average of
5 941 hours per year over four years without taking a single day
off. That is an average of 16.3 hours per day, 365 days per
year. However, not every second of time at the office can honestly
and ethically be converted into billable time. Even if one starts
with the generous assumption that 70% of this lawyer’s work
time could be converted into billable time, he still had to work
23.3 hours per day, 365 days per year, leaving just enough
time for his commute to and from work, but not enough time to
actually enter his house. Even more disconcerting than this
lawyer’s dishonesty, was that his partners all remained silent

about his billing abuses until an anonymous source furnished
journalists with the lawyer’s time sheets.

When heiress Doris Duke died, leaving over a billion dollars
to charity, two dozen law firms embarked on what one lawyer
candidly described as a ‘feeding frenzy.’ Some of the United
States’ leading practitioners, charging at premium rates often in
excess of $600 per hour and staying at five star hotels, managed
to duplicate each other’s work and keep each other employed.
When the dust settled, the lawyers had diverted an estimated
$20 million from charitable causes.

Days in which lawyers bill more than twenty-four hours are
no longer rare. In 1984, in a ‘feat’ that became legendary among
hard-charging New York lawyers, Eben Morley, an associate at
Cravath, Swaine & Moore, billed 27 hours in a single day. He
claimed to have worked around the clock in New York, and then
to have taken a flight to Los Angeles in the afternoon where he
continued to work until midnight (which, due to the different
time zones, is three hours later than midnight in New York).
Apparently, Mr Morley did not need to eat, go to the bathroom,
take a coffee break, pack a suitcase, call a friend to walk his
dog, check in at the airport, or engage in any other non-billable
activities.

An auditing expert uncovered a southern California lawyer
who had billed a single client for fifty-hour workdays on multiple
occasions, and a New Orleans lawyer that routinely billed clients
four hours for drafting letters that were a single sentence long.
The record must go to a class-action attorney who logged over 1
000 hours by charging 5 000 clients in the same asbestos
litigation for the same 20-minute task.

Clients who carefully scrutinise their bills have uncovered all
manner of machinations. The most outrageous examples include:
massages during litigation; dry cleaning of a toupee; a Chicago
lawyer who charged his client $25 000 for ‘ground transportation’
during an assignment in San Francisco; and a lawyer in
Cleveland who charged his client for the suit, shirts, and
underwear he purchased in the midst of a trial that took longer
than expected. One unusually vigilant client was astonished when
she discovered that the abbreviation ‘HVAC’ on the invoice of
her Boston law firm stood for ‘heating, ventilation and cooling.’
She was being charged for the firm’s heating and air conditioning
expenses! Despite these extreme cases, lawyers – with the notable
exception of the highly visible Hubbell – are rarely punished for
billing abuses. North Carolina bankruptcy lawyer, Mark Kirby,
was indicted on 16 counts of billing fraud. Among other offenses,
he billed 90 hours in a single day. During a 13-month period,
Kirby billed a total of 13 000 hours, even though that 13-month
period, calculated as 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, was only
9 500 hours long. Nevertheless, Kirby’s trial resulted in a hung
jury. His defence: Everybody does it. When Webster Hubbell’s
wife asked him if he really inflated his time, he answered, ‘Yes I
did. So does every lawyer in the country.’

These glaring examples of fraud are not the reason why
padding time sheets have been called a ‘silent epidemic.’ The
vast majority of lawyers who are unethical do not blatantly lie on
their time sheets and expense reports. They play a game of ‘creative
timekeeping.’ They pad their time sheets in ways that are less
obviously dishonest and more socially acceptable among their
peers. One strategy involves billing multiple clients for the same
time, or so-called ‘double billing.’ For example, a lawyer flying
from Los Angeles to New York charges one client for the travel
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time and another client for work done while airborne. Although
the American Bar Association Ethics Committee has condemned
such practices, its opinions are not binding and many practitioners
disregard its ruling. They reason that if they travel on behalf of
one client and choose to work for another instead of watching a
movie, why should either have cause to complain? But unless
the lawyer splits the hourly rate between the two clients, this
legal alchemy makes 10 billable hours out of a five-hour period,
a practice that the American Bar Association has called ‘outright
unethical.’ Even more indefensible is lawyers’ frequent practice
of not disclosing their double billing to their clients. Unless the
clients know each other, neither is ever likely to find out. It is not
hard to see why double billing has been called the ‘near perfect
crime.’ Another creative version of double billing is known as
‘value billing.’ That is where the lawyers bill what they consider
to be the reasonable value for their services, regardless of the
time it took to complete the work. If a lawyer has already done
the research and prepared a brief for one client on a particular
issue, that work can be ‘recycled’ and billed to another client.
For example, if it took a lawyer 30 hours to do the work for the
first client, the second client may be charged for ‘only’ 20 hours
worth of work, although the recycling and updating took only a
fraction (perhaps 10%) of that time.

A widely accepted way of padding time sheets is to bill in
minimum increments. These minimum increments run the gamut
from 0.1 hours (6 minutes), to 0.25 hours (15 minutes), even to
an outrageous 0.5 hours (30 minutes). This permits the
enterprising lawyer to engage in four two-minute phone calls
and bill one hour. I have personally seen lawyers bill clients 15
minutes for the 90 seconds it took them to leave the client a
voicemail. One of my former law professors, Patrick Schiltz, now
on the Federal bench in Minnesota, recalled an occasion in
which he sent a letter to local counsel, enclosing in the same
envelope copies of two other letters he had sent in connection
with the case, one to the court and another to a financial expert.
He later learned that local counsel billed his client 0.9 hours for
reading the three letters that it had taken Schiltz 0.5 hours to
draft. How? The other lawyer billed in 20-minute increments
and charged the client separately for reading each of the three
letters, while Schiltz only billed for the time he had actually devoted
to drafting these letters. Many lawyers would admire this as clever
and creative (if perhaps a tad aggressive) billing.

In the same vein, attorneys who charge a minimum of one
hour for every court appearance can make three or four brief
court appearances in one morning (to adjourn a matter, or to
mark a matter as settled, for example) and perform magic by
turning 30 minutes into four hours of billable time.

Almost 90% of lawyers surveyed report that they bill for ‘social
conversations’ with clients, although over 90% of corporate
executives say that they do not expect to be billed for such time.
As one practitioner observes, among lawyers with large billable
hour quotas, ‘filling out time sheets are their most creative
professional activity.’

Another common practice is to include undisclosed mark-
ups on expenses such as photocopies, facsimiles, and secretarial
overtime. Lawyers have increasingly transformed such services
into profit centres, and the result has often been charges that
substantially exceed market prices. A textbook illustration
appeared in the American Lawyer magazine’s account of
‘Skaddenomics’ – the surcharges prevailing at the Skadden Arps

firm. One especially vivid example involved clients paying for
coffee and pastries at a 200% mark-up over standard retail prices.
In a similar case, a $1 000 000 invoice for photocopying reflected
rates of a dollar per page, and consumed almost one sixth of
the total recovery. Needless to say, if lawyers can profit form
each page that they copy, why should everyone not get copies of
everything, as often as possible?

When sophisticated clients have balked and set limits to the
mark-up rate they are willing to pay, some lawyers have
compensated by covertly billing for services normally considered
part of overhead. Thomas Barr, a senior partner at Cravath,
Swaine & Moore, bluntly told the National Law Journal that
charging costs to clients was a shell game: ‘If you tell me you
won’t pay for one cost, then I will simply charge you more for
another cost.’ Again, as an American Bar Association Ethics
Opinion has made clear, marking up the actual cost of services
without a client’s consent is unethical, and law firms are required
to pass on any cost savings to its clients.

The results of a 2003 survey among 280 lawyers in private
practice were shocking. Seven out of eight lawyers believed that
it was ethical to bill a client for ‘recycled’ work that was originally
done for another client. Half said that they had billed two different
clients for work performed during the same period of time, such
as dictating a brief on behalf of one client while traveling for
another. Equally shocking was what lawyers had to say about
their colleagues billing practices: 55% said that lawyers
occasionally or frequently ‘pad’ their hours; and 64% said that
they were personally aware of lawyers who had padded their
bills. Is it any wonder that, according to a poll by the American
Bar Association, only one American in five considers lawyers to
be ‘honest and ethical,’ and ‘the more a person knows about
the legal profession and the more he or she is in direct contact
with lawyers, the lower his or her opinion of them become’?

Oh, those sweet contingency fees!
Under a contingency fee arrangement, a lawyer receives a
percentage of the client’s recovery, typically one third. No payment
is due if the claim is unsuccessful. Tort lawyers claim that
contingency fees are superior to hourly billing. First among a
host of rationalisations that they offer, is that such fee
arrangements provide access to the Courts for clients who could
not afford time-based charges. ‘We fight for the little guy,’ is the
typical refrain in the late night television advertisements of the
ambulance chasers.

It is true that by giving lawyers a stake in maximising efficient
outcomes, contingency fee arrangements do offer some important
protections against lawyers who ‘run the meter.’ Unfortunately,
however, these fee arrangements are rife with the potential for
abuse. Most glaringly, contingency fees often create conflicts of
interest between lawyers and clients. The lawyers’ interest lies in
gaining the highest possible return on their work. The clients’
interest lies in gaining the highest possible recovery. For claims
of low or modest value, lawyers want a quick settlement. It simply
does not pay to prepare a case thoroughly for trial and hold out
for the best terms available to the client. Conversely, in high-
stakes cases, once the lawyers have invested substantial time,
they may have more to gain by gambling for a large recovery
that would the injured clients – who often have limited incomes
and substantial needs. Even lawyers with the best intentions may
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have difficulty preventing their own interests from affecting their
advice. And, of course, many unsophisticated clients necessarily
rely on that advice in evaluating settlement offers. Another
problem with contingency fees – one that has recently received a
lot of unwelcome publicity – is that a lawyer’s return may not
bear any relationship to the amount of work performed, or the
risk actually assumed. In many cases where liability is clear and
damages are substantial, a standard one-third recovery will result
in a windfall for the attorney. If defendants make an early
settlement offer, plaintiff’s lawyers can end up with enormous
fees for minimal routine services. The magazine, American Lawyer,
chronicled a class-action lawyer who
represented some 80 000 clients with the
same basic claim of leaky plumbing.
Despite the minimal work required for
duplicative actions, he sought over a $100
million in fees and expenses, totaling
about two-thirds of the class settlement
fund. The story’s headline came straight
to the point: ‘Greedy, Greedy, Greedy.’
Tobacco litigation is another example of
mass tort litigation being a bonanza for
the lawyers, at the expense of everyone
else. Here, again, press headlines speak
volumes: ‘First Things We Do, Let’s Pay
All the Lawyers;’ ‘Tobacco Defense Firms:
No Need to Kick the Habit;’ and ‘Will
Legal Ethics Go Up in Smoke?’ Defense
lawyers for firms representing the major
tobacco companies collect an estimated
$750 million in annual fees. Plaintiff’s
lawyers are doing considerably better. For
years, but without success, individual
lawyers had been suing the tobacco
industry over smokers’ illnesses. The
industry had always prevailed upon an
‘assumption of risk’ defense. That was
until Mississippi lawyer, Richard (‘Dickie’)
Scruggs, had a self-described ‘flash of
brilliance’ (and dollar signs, no doubt).
Scruggs had the idea of partnering with an ambitious government
official – his old law-school classmate, Mississippi attorney general
Michael Moore – in an alliance to make the state itself, rather
than any particular sick smoker, the complainant in the lawsuit.
Their premise was simple, if audacious. They claimed that tobacco
companies should compensate Mississippi for the sums the state
had expended caring for sick smokers through publicly funded
programs, such as Medicaid.

The affair would be handled on a contingency fee basis,
giving Scruggs (and the many lawyers who followed his lead) a
personal stake in the litigation. Scruggs and Moore crisscrossed
the country in Scruggs’s Learjet to pitch their proposal and to
enlist the attorneys general in other states to join the action.
When attorneys general agreed to join their states to the action,
they could have (and should have, according to legal ethicists)
relied on their own legal departments, as did the attorneys general
of California and Colorado. But most attorneys general retained
outside counsel on a contingency fee basis. What ensued was a
pay-to-play scandal of epic proportions.

In state after state the attorneys general selected local firms

that had donated generously to their campaigns, or with whom
they had long-standing political connections. And, astonishingly,
they did so with a minimum of competitive bidding, publicity or
any other formalities. In more than one instance, they retained
firms with whom they themselves had practised before ascending
to the attorney generalship. The result was the transfer of literally
billions upon billions of dollars in public assets to the effective
ownership of private trial lawyers by means of deals that would
never have passed scrutiny had they been for any other state
contract, such as a highway-resurfacing project, for example.

For many legal ethicists, the alarm bells began to sound.
The American Bar Association joined with
a host of other professional groups in
denouncing the practice known as ‘pay-
to-play,’ in which elected officials farmed
out legal work to private law firms that
had donated to their campaigns. The
tobacco lawyers paid no heed.

As the number of states joining the
action climbed to 50, it became clear to
the tobacco companies that the writing
was on the wall. They would have no
choice but to settle. In November 1998
negotiators announced to the public that
both sides had agreed to a master
settlement agreement, the centre piece of
which was the largest lawsuit-driven
redistribution of wealth in history: an
estimated $246 billion to be paid by the
tobacco companies to the states over a
period of decades. There remained, of
course, the question of how the lawyers
were going to be paid. In December 1998
it was announced that the lawyers
representing three states would receive the
largest cache of legal fees ever: a jaw-
dropping $3.3 billion to the lawyers
representing Texas, $1.4 billion to the
lawyers representing Mississippi, and
$3.4 billion to the lawyers representing

Florida, totaling more than $8 billion. A Texas government official
estimated that the fee award to the handful of law firms in that
state that had devoted less than two years to the litigation
exceeded $105,000 per hour. The announcement was met with
gasps. The Washington Post reported that legal experts were
‘flabbergasted by the size of the fees.’ The well-known
Washington, D.C. trial lawyer, John Coale, who had also sued
the tobacco industry, was quoted as saying, ‘These figures are
beyond human comprehension and the work does not justify
them.’ Although the law firms representing Wisconsin had done
very little of the heavy lifting in the national lawsuit, they claimed
to have spent a staggering 26 248 hours on the case. Even
taking that claim at face value, their fee demand of $847 million
constituted a rate exceeding $32 000 per hour – which, as the
Ashland Daily Press in northern Wisconsin was quick to point
out, was more than the typical family in that part of the state
earned in well over a year. The fee claims for lawyers involved in
the tobacco settlement quickly surpassed the $14 billion mark.
And, since the settlement provided that the tobacco companies’
fee paying obligations would be stretched out with no more
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than $500 million having to be paid in one year, it quickly
became apparent that the lawyers were going to have, in the
words of USA Today, ‘mega pay-days for decades.’ Revenues
from cigarette sales would henceforth furnish a near permanent
annuity to the plaintiff’s bar of America. Around the country, a
host of newspapers – both liberal and conservative – expressed
editorial dismay over the fee episode. The St. Petersburg Times
called the Florida award ‘breathtakingly excessive … utterly
unconscionable … the lawyers having put a face on greed.’ The
St. Louis Post-Dispatch said that the $100 million that five law
firms would split for representing Missouri, ‘grossly overpays the
lawyers involved,’ and is ‘ a political gravy train … public money
in the private through.’ In June 1999 the National Law Journal
profiled six attorneys who ‘raked in more than $5 billion for
their firms from tobacco litigation.’ In the lavish photo spread,
entitled ‘Puff Daddies,’ the lawyers smugly posed amidst emblems
of luxury consumption more often seen in the likes of Town and
Country Magazine than a legal trade journal. Among the scenery
was the racing boat, conspicuously named Gunsmoke, of
Mississippi’s Dickie Scruggs, whose law firm would pocket more
than $1 billion in fees for its role in the tobacco litigation; the
twenty-horse equestrian estate of South Carolina’s Joseph Rice,
whose firm was set to bag upwards of $2 billion; the private
putting green on the Pensacola estate of Florida’s Fred Levin
($350 million), and the opulent bathtub where Florida’s Robert
Montgomery ($678 million) reclined fully-clothed under a painting
of a naked woman.

‘The more you drink, the thirstier you become’
After the tobacco settlement, Richard (‘Dickie’ ) Scruggs, had
more money than he could ever spend and more toys than he
could ever play with. He would be paid more than $1 billion in
fees by the tobacco companies, in installments of $20 million
per year through 2025. He had several yachts, fully crewed, in
locations around the world. He kept two jet airplanes in a private
hanger at the airport in Oxford, Mississippi (Scruggs paid to
have the runway extended to be able to accommodate his
airplanes). He lived in a sprawling white mansion with six columns
across the front.

Nevertheless, Scruggs quickly grew restless. He eagerly started
looking around for more deep-pocketed defendants to sue. His
next great crusade arrived on the morning of 29 August 2005,
when Hurricane Katrina made landfall on the Mississippi coast.
Katrina’s peculiar ferocity was its surge, a mass of water nearly
three stories high and six miles thick. Whole communities were
simply leveled and carried away. Much of the destruction of the
coast was clearly caused by the surge, and standard
homeowner’s insurance policies covered hurricane (wind)
damage, butdid not cover damage caused by flooding. Scruggs
was on the Gulf Coast almost as soon as the water subsided.
He announced that he would bring suit against the major
insurance carriers. He assembled a team of lawyers, the ‘Scruggs
Katrina Group,’ core members of which were veterans of the
tobacco war.

In November 2006, in a teleconference with other members
of the group, Scruggs announced that State Farm Insurance
Company agreed to settle the claims of 640 clients for $89 million
and $26.5 million in legal fees. And, as so often happens when
lawyers gather around a pot of money, the fighting over splitting

the fees started almost immediately. One of the lawyers, Johnny
Jones, was not satisfied with the $1.3 million offered to him by
Scruggs, and he filed a lawsuit against Scruggs seeking $4 million
in fees.

The fee dispute landed in the docket of Judge Henry Lackey,
a deeply religious man, and a member of the state Commission
on Judicial Performance. He lived in the small town where he
was born. He made early-morning deliveries from his vegetable
garden to local widows. He answered his own telephone, and
he drove around his circuit in a second-hand truck.

Judge Lackey was approached by one of the lawyers in the
Scruggs Law Firm, Tim Balducci. Balducci overtly offered Judge
Lackey a bribe of $40 000 to resolve the fee dispute in Scruggs’s
favour. Judge Lackey later said that he agonised over the meeting
for two weeks. He consulted with another judge and a local
prosecutor, ‘to see if I could discover what character flaw they
had seen in me to think that I would participate in something
like that.’ Judge Lackey felt that he could not take the matter to
Scruggs’s close friend, the attorney general of Mississippi, because
‘that would have been like speaking to Mr Scruggs himself.’ He
decided to report the matter directly to the United States Attorney.
Judge Lackey agreed to have the telephone in his office wired
for recording.

Sure enough, Balducci soon called Judge Lackey to make
sure that they ‘understood one another,’ and that they were ‘on
the same page.’ The crooked lawyer assured the judge that,
‘only three folks in the world know that I’ve been to see you.
And that’s me, you, and Dickie (Scruggs).’ On 1 November
2007 Balducci delivered $40 000 from the Scruggs firm’s ‘slush
fund,’ to the judge. The FBI arrested Balducci the moment he
stepped out of Judge Lackey’s office. Balducci was told his life
as he knew it, was over. The only question was whether he would
be released from prison before his children graduated from high
school. Balducci did not hesitate. He immediately offered up
Scruggs, a much bigger fish, in exchange for a plea deal.

On 27 November Balducci gave testimony before a federal
grand jury in Oxford, Mississippi. The following morning, the
grand jury reported its indictment of Scruggs, Scruggs’s son,
Zach, and two other partners in the Scruggs law firm. At his
arraignment Scruggs plead not guilty.

The federal prosecutor had to recommend bail, but he was
stymied. How do you set a bail amount for someone as rich as
Scruggs? He asked the court to have Scruggs’s jets grounded,
and his request was granted. This became a farcical tempest in
a tea cup a few days later when the Scruggs defense team, led
by the $1 000 per hour San Francisco criminal defense lawyer,
John Keker, pleaded with the court for permission to use one of
the aircraft. The judge angrily shot down the request. He informed
Keker that he could fly ‘commercial like the rest of us,’ and
issued an order that recited the commercial airline fares between
San Francisco and Memphis. When Scruggs arrived at the Federal
Courthouse on 14 March 2008 with his weeping wife, friends
and colleagues were shocked by his appearance. The months
following the indictment seemed to have diminished him to a
slight, almost wispy presence. Scruggs mutely plead guilty to
one count of conspiracy to bribe Judge Lackey. On 26 June
2008 he was sentenced to five years in prison.

Unfortunately, this sad affair was not an isolated lapse in
judgment for Scruggs. In a second federal indictment, Scruggs
was accused of attempting to improperly influence another
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The principle of compromise is generally accepted in a market
economy, and many would contend that it is the oil that greases
the wheels of commerce. In a way, the notion of a negotiated
agreement is the essence of the law of contract which underlies
our market economy.

In these circumstances it may come as a surprise that there
could even be any controversy about the following question:
Under what circumstances, if any, is it permissible for counsel to
compromise the amount of his or her fees?

The edifice of rules relating to fees of counsel is far from the
typical free-market arrangement where the agreement of the
parties is decisive. On top of this, matters have been somewhat
complicated by recent litigation questioning whether the con-
tractual relationship of counsel is with the attorney or the client,
or possibly both.

The peculiar arrangements relating to counsel’s fees partly
find their roots in the self-regulation of the profession. This has
been supplemented by the notion that counsel are officers of the
High Court, which is entrusted with the duty to enforce the ethical
rules governing them.

A further cause of the peculiar rules of fee recovery is that the
Bar has historically operated like a guild, and for many years
counsel could and did blacklist defaulting attorneys. Counsel
belonging to the formal Bars were restrained from accepting
briefs from any attorneys on the list of defaulters. The object of
the rule was to enforce the payment of fees, and especially to
protect junior and other financially vulnerable counsel.

In 2001, pursuant to a complaint to the Competition
Commission, the General Council of the Bar amended this rule
by removing the prohibition against accepting defaulting
attorneys’ briefs, whilst retaining the obligation on counsel to
report defaulting attorneys, whose names would then be
published.

The Uniform Rules of Professional Ethics contain a number
of prohibitions which appear to flow from the default-list rule.

Rule 7.1 provides in effect that all fees must be reasonable.
This principle is then supplemented by rule 7.1.2.1 that pays
homage to the principle of agreement by negotiation, which
provides that –

‘counsel shall at the earliest possible opportunity after having

been offered a brief endeavour to agree with the attorney –

7.1.2.1.1 the fee to be charged by counsel, or where this is not

practicable;

7.1.2.1.2 the basis upon which counsel will compute or arrive

at his fee.’

So far so good. Given that the principle of agreed fees is clearly
endorsed in this rule, one would readily expect that the fees of
counsel may be amended by agreement at a later stage.

Mississippi judge. On 10 February 2009 Scruggs pleaded guilty
to one count of that indictment charging mail fraud in the
corruption of a public official. Scruggs was sentenced to a seven-
year term to run concurrently with the five-year sentence, adding
two years to the total. He is scheduled for release in 2015.

Before reporting to federal prison to start his sentence,
Scruggs had his jets flown to Houston where they were put up
for sale. The Scruggs law firm was closed, and the large block
lettering was taken down from the imposing building on
Courthouse Square that Scruggs purchased with his tobacco
money. Only the faint imprint of the firm’s name, traced by the
sun, is left on the façade. Dickie Scruggs’s fall from grace begs
the question: Why on earth would a sophisticated lawyer with
all the worldly possessions anyone could ever want get involved
in a ridiculously unsophisticated bribery scam over an insignificant
(in Scruggs’s world) fee dispute? Judge Glen H Davidson perhaps
came closest to an answer when he, in imposing sentence, quoted
the Scottish philosopher William Barclay: ‘The Romans had a
proverb that money was like sea water. The more you drink the
thirstier you become.’

Advice to young lawyers
I doubt very much that Dickie Scruggs started out his legal career
by engaging in grossly unethical and even criminal conduct. I
believe that Scruggs, upon graduating from the University of
Mississippi Law School near the top of his class, was a decent,
idealistic young man.

I suspect he became unethical like you too will become
unethical, if you do – a little bit at a time, by cutting a corner
here, by stretching the truth a bit there.

None of the little things that you will do, almost unthinkingly,
will seem to be so bad in itself – an added 15 minutes to a time
sheet here, a little white lie to cover a missed deadline there.
After a few years, you will not even notice that you are lying and
cheating and stealing every day that you practise law. Your entire
frame of reference will change. Instead of reflecting the notions
of right and wrong according to which you conduct your personal
life, your decisions will reflect the set of values by which you
conduct your professional life – a set of values that embodies
not what is right or wrong, but what is profitable, what you can
get away with.

Research has shown that, with the exception of those living
in poverty, people are almost always wrong in thinking that
more money will make them happier. Once people are able to
afford life’s necessities, increasing levels of affluence matter
surprisingly little. When people experience a rise in income, they
quickly adjust their desires and expectations accordingly – and
conclude, once again, that more money will bring them more
happiness. Psychologists aptly refer to this process as the ‘hedonic
treadmill.’

This is the best advice I can give you, young lawyer: Right
now, make the commitment – not just in your mind, but also in
your heart – that, although you are willing to work hard and
you would like to make a comfortable living, you are not going
to let money dominate your life to the exclusion of all else. And
do not just structure your life around this negative; embrace a
positive. Believe in something, care about something, so that
when the culture of greed presses in on you from all sides, there
will be something inside you pushing back. A
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